
May Newsletter

Commander here reporting from Old Highway 99.  Yes it's been that kind of a month.  
Not sure what to call it, turbulent, all over the place, insane or oh well, this is our new 
normal. More and more the country is dividing and grouping off so I am happy I have at 
least one of MY KIND to kick it with and try to make sense out of the behavior of 
mankind.



We, Crooket, and myself were hanging out at Lilian's. In a way it is our earthly home, 
besides that it is a safe place where we are excepted and we keep her company. Besides 
we enjoy the going on's and the fact she talks to anything and everybody willing to listen
and it gives Crooket and me subjects to debate. She listens to the news a lot and her new 
thing is listening to Trevor Noah, the host of the Daily Show.  We were kind of 
wondering about that. Just about than she had an epiphany and verbalized it a few times,
loudly.  At the age of 10 her life was not an easy one and she created a different reality 
for herself. In that reality her “CRUSH” and Savior was a young Zulu trumpet player. 
Hugh Masakela. Her admiration for him remained with her the rest of her life.  Hugh 
being one of the musicians who used his voice to change many things in the world 
during Apartheid in South Afrika. These were terrible times and not until Nelson 
Mandella was freed from prison and elected President did changes occur.
Lilian eventually did meet Hugh, in fact her and her granddaughter went to his 62nd 
Birthday Party.  That wonderful energy he radiated as a young activist was still present 
and she thanked him for his his contribution to the Planet. There were many 
FUTURISTS in the Music Industry. This brings me to Trevor Noah.  Lilian was 
wondering why she felt so attached to the young Zulu Comedian not only about his 
talent to address subjects no-one else is able to deal with, his comparison of  events and 
attitudes about life in different parts of the world and maybe the fact that many people 
he makes reference to she either knows in person or is familiar with.  The epiphany took 
place when she remembered what Hugh Masakela looked like as a young man. See for 
yourself! 

                                                   Used under fair use
It is the ENERGY both of these men possess she recognizes and relates to.  Sixty one 
years later she designates to the same kindred spirit energy and it gives her comfort to 
know these fellow human beings have graced the Planet with their presence 
accomplishing many things no-one else is able to.  

There are repeats in life, some we are made aware of and others we miss. April was so 
utterly crazy, ever changing and few were able to keep up.  Time, it seems is moving at a
tremendous speed, sometimes just trying to recall the day at the end of the night is a 
challenge. It IS important to look back on the day, if one doesn't one can miss the 
lessons, where needed, and change can not take place.
Millinials use the word Deja Vu quiet often, When asked what it means they refer to 
things they have experienced before but seldom equate it with world events.



Vanya Arnold, Lilian's granddaugher committed suicide 4 years ago.  Today is the 
reoccurring date of that tragedy.

During an anniversary of an event one is able to transport memory of the pain back to 
the time in which it took place. In case of a death grief remains, but intensifies at certain 
times like an anniversary. This holds true for pleasant memories also.
At one point Lilian lived in Dubach LA, a little town on the outskirts of Ruston LA.  
When the deadly Tornado hit Ruston that time period was revived in the families minds. 



 
Time is not linear so it is hard to tell...and only a small percentage of the human 
population even realize this fact... when parallel time periods are experienced. How does
one know when past present and future merge. With Earth Changes, shifting of the Poles
and changes in gravity and the magnetic field even skeptics have to acknowledge 
something is out of the ordinary. Dimensional shifts in time are not uncommon so add 
every day stress to that and there you have it!  APRIL was insane because more and 
more these shifts become apparent with few understanding what is happening.

“Why are you so quiet Crooket?”

“ Well Commander you was on a roll talking about everything you worked out in your 
timeline, I was quiet because I wanted to make sure I can follow your story-line.  So you
think it will remain this hectic?”

“I do.  Much information is on TV and Internet but life is so busy few pay attention.  
They about have to run at least two timelines to fit everything into their daily life just 
taking care of their necessities, besides experts and scientist use a vocabulary not 
understandable to many.  Even some Collage educated people have trouble 
understanding what is being said since most are familiar with the subjects they study but
not in other areas.  Especially if there is no interest.  So many are over loaded and 
frankly sick of what is being discussed lately. All hatred and untruth and there are few 
examples of Leaders to look up to.  Humans have a lot of fixing to do.”

“Like PDQ.  Pretty damn quick! So tell me bout Lilian's WORMHOLE.”

“ It was not Lilian's wormhole, she said it felt like it, it was the only thing she could 
compare it to as described in the dictionary: hypothetical structure of space-time 
envisioned as a tunnel connecting points that are separated in space and 



time. 
She is still ill and was on her way home from  the Clinic for an update on her dilemma.  
It was a beautiful sun shiny day.  All of a sudden pitch black clouds came up around her, 
as far as she could see.  Ever so often there were also a few yellow Sulphur clouds 
indwined.  Birds flew dangerously low and were yelling in flight.
She stopped at the store to ask if someone could please check for a weather alert.  There 
was none.  She then went to the local Airport and requested a weather report.  She was 
told earlier an advisory had been issued for small aircraft.  She asked how high up in the 
Atmosphere. They had no answer.  She made a 3rd stop at a gas station and again, there 
was no weather alert.  When she looked up she saw the unanimous clouds as far as the 
eye could see were all around except where she was.  It reminded her of a picture of a 
wormhole she saw and a clear circle shaped blue sky above her, no rain, no wind, no 
lightening she said she felt like she was in a wormhole.  She did not want to go home 
because of this strange sensation and premonition. When she got home eventually 
there here were branches spread all over her property and a crane fell in Seattle 67 miles 
away. 4 people were killed.”

“Like in parallel time?”

“ No, just figuratively speaking in the same time frame.”

“ And then what? Last question because I am leaving for the evening.”

“ And then she went home, collected her thoughts and watched a live feed to 
Gathering Of Nations 2019 which had been provided by some friends.  She was 
never able to attend in person so it was this year due to her illness and the 
friends thought she could participate this way. And she did!”



Nipsey Hussle was murdered and John Singleton died of a stroke. So many are leaving, 

maybe the negative energy of the people just got to intense for them and they chose to 

leave in groves.

Lilian purchased 10 balloons.  They took up the whole back of the car.  She ask for 

assistance driving because her vision was obstructed. She explained to her young “CO-

PILOT” that one must be able to see everything.  The way things are in the world now 

instead of a middle finger one will now get shot. 

                                                          Sunset at Lilian's



Wormholes
https://www.space.com/20881-wormholes.html

Vanya's Show. It talks about Suicide and how families can find comfort with each other
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hv1Y19EtFYs 

Nipsy HUSSLE memorial service
https://abcnews.go.com/US/thousands-set-attend-nipsey-hussles-funeral-staples-center/story?
id=62305975&fbclid=IwAR1dXyVwoejIu5ix0q9qnvOKNV_bJTmJ5SqNei-Z99aTjhnyTXhfsGu67rk 

UFO SIGHTING
https://www.facebook.com/AlienCodePage/videos/2251572088425695/?t=26  U

EARTHAKE MAP GLOBAL
https://www.facebook.com/scienceonasphere/videos/292548998337569/?t=12   GLOBE

GATHERING OF NATIONS 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGAThB2D2T0&list=RDmGAThB2D2T0&start_radio=1&t=0 
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